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The Future of Work Institute's mission is to 
support thriving people and organisations in 
the digital age. 
Everyone benefits from work that is meaningful and productive. In a time of frequent 
transition, the Future of Work Institute seeks to understand and improve work. We partner 
with groups and organisations from all sectors and industries to implement, evaluate, and 
support change. 

We promote productive and meaningful work as essential foundations of a healthy economy 
and society. Our Institute is recognised as a global leader in conducting high quality, 
independent and innovative research to understand the role of work design in generating 
healthy and productive work. 

Through both research and practical application, we have developed 30 years’ worth of 
experience in partnering with organisations to provide evidence-based guidance and solutions. 
Our team is comprised of a unique mixture of over 50 academics and practitioners at the 
cutting edge of Organisational Behaviour research and practical application. 
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Who What

About the Thrive at Work 
Masterclass series 

As a part of the State Government's Mental Awareness, Respect and Safety (MARS) Program, the Future of Work Institute is 
developing a Thrive at Work in Mining Masterclass series for the mining industry to support companies at various stages of 
their journey towards building a mentally healthy workplace.   

The Masterclass series is for senior leaders in human resources, workforce strategy, work safety or wellbeing-related functions 
in mining. Participants will be guided through the Thrive at Work Framework to unpack how mining workplaces can support all 
employees to get well, stay well and be the best they can be. 

The Masterclass series aims to upskill participants to take stock of their company's current mental health and wellbeing 
policy and practices, and to identify: areas to retain and leverage; and opportunities to refine and mature current practices. 
Participants will also have the opportunity to take part in a community of practice and share learnings and challenges in their 
respective Thrive at Work journeys.  

Three customised toolkits will be developed in consultation with the participants during the masterclass series to provide 
practical tools to tackle known health and safety risks to mental health in mining workplaces. 

All mining companies in Western Australia are invited to 
participate in this Masterclass series. The Masterclass series is 
designed for senior or executive leaders in human resources, 
workforce strategy, work health and safety, mental health or 
wellbeing related functions. 

We strongly encourage two representatives per company to 
attend the Masterclass series (Preferably with one representative 
from both HR and WHS). The rationale is to provide internal 
organisational support when implementing Thrive at Work related 
initiatives and ensure continuity of learning and organisational 
representation during the Masterclass series.  

Due to resource and venue capacity restrictions, the program is 
only able to accommodate up to 20 companies.  

Senior Leaders in HR, WHS, 
wellbeing and mental health

Two representatives per 
company

Who?

Up to 20 companies



The "What" - Thrive at Work Framework

The workplace mental health landscape can be confusing to navigate, and even companies who want to champion employee 
wellbeing are faced with the absence of a clear way to take action. The Thrive at Work initiative aims to bridge this gap, by 
unifying research and regulations into a single framework that allows companies to develop a strategic approach to workplace 
mental health.

Thrive at Work is a world-first wellbeing initiative centred on designing work that helps employees, companies and industry to 
thrive. The initiative is based upon an integrated, evidence-based framework and underpinned by decades of research on work 
design.

‘A holistic, 
prevention-orientated, 

and proactive approach to 
mental health at work’

The Thrive at Work Framework has been designed to be suitable for companies of all sizes and industries. The Thrive at Work 
Framework consists of nine building blocks, clustered within three over-arching pillars.

Companies that use the framework as a basis for their mental health and wellbeing strategy can be confident that they are 
taking a holistic approach that not only focuses on helping people get well (Mitigate Illness), but also on helping people stay 
well (Prevent Harm) and be the best they can be (Promote Thriving).

The building blocks are comprised of key evidence-based strategies that assist in the achievement of the building blocks. You 
can use the framework to both integrate what your company is already doing to support employee wellbeing and to strengthen 
your approach moving forward.

What?

The "What" The "How" ResourcesThe "Evaluate"

Thrive at Work Framework 
Thrive at Work 

implementation process
Thrive at Work 

foundational elements 
3 x built for purpose 

practical toolkits 
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Parker S.K., Jorritsma K., Griffin M.A. (2021) Shifting the Mental Health Conversation: Present and Future Applications of the “Thrive at Work” Framework. 
In: Brough P., Gardiner E., Daniels K. (eds) Handbook on Management and Employment Practices. Handbook Series in Occupational Health Sciences. 
Springer. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-24936-6_37-1

Full spectrum of mental 
health

Multiple disciplines and 
perspectives from across 
the company

Multi-level strategies 
(primary, secondary, 
tertiary; individual and 
systems)

Evidence-based and 
industry-grounded

Good health is good 
business

Mitigate 
Illness

Monitor, accommodate, 
and treat illness, 
ill-health and injury.

Prevent 
Harm

Minimise harm and 
protect against risk.

Promote 
Thriving

Optimise wellbeing 
and generate future 
capabilities.

Pillar Building blocks

Promote Purpose & Growth

Promote Connection

Increase Personal Resources
for Thriving

Increase Job Resources

Ensure Tolerable Demands

Increase Personal Resources
for Preventing Harm

Detect Illness

Support & Accommodate Illness

Increase Individual Resources
for Managing Mental Ill-health

© Parker, Jorritsma, Griffi  n, Curtin University



FOWI understands that there are shared challenges in the Western Australian mining industry that increase the potential 
for harm to workers' physical and mental health, and there are also unique challenges for different work settings. No matter 
the size of your workplace or the role that it has in the industry, the Masterclass series will provide practical support and 
information to create a thriving workforce. For more information on Thrive at Work visit thriveatwork.org.au

Thrive Assessment Process
Worker experience 

(Survey and/or focus 
groups)

Understand how employees feel 
about key components of work that 
are known to impact on employee 

wellbeing

Strategic data

Policies and 
practices (Audit)

Strategically assess the full
range of policies and

prac�ces currently in place
that poten�ally affect mental

health and wellbeing

Thrive at Work
Assessment

Process 
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Collect, analyse and link relevant strategic HR and business data

Strategic 
interventions

Action planning and 
wellbeing strategy

Tracking change, ROI and 
continuous improvement

Assess Plan

Track

Implement

Strategic 
organisational data

Worker 
experience

Policies and 
practices

• Integrated 
Approach

• Leadership 
Commitment 
& Capability

• Effective 
Change 
Management

• Evaluation 
Systems

Foundations

Prepare

Business case
Commitment

Engage

The "How" - Thrive Implementation Process

Worker participation is key in all aspects of the process

The "Evaluate" | How to mature - Five foundational elements

Consider the full spectrum 
of mental health

Ensure leadership 
support and capabilty

Mature data and 
evaluation systems

Take an integrated and 
coordinated approach

Ensure engagement and 
inclusivity



Company

Capstone presentations 
and toolkit launch event

Industry

Organisational commitment to 
implement Thrive at Work

Individual

Intended outcomes

Masterclass series

How?

• Four one-day face to face 
sessions (9am – 4pm)

• Workshop style, interactive and 
practical skill-oriented sessions

• Implementation plan
• Opportunity to evaluate and 

mature current practices 
related to employee mental 
health and wellbeing

The Masterclass series will be delivered as four one-day sessions over a six-month period, with resources to support optional 
on-the-job activities between face-to-face sessions. 

The Masterclass sessions will utilise an integration of practical workshop-based teaching to unpack how mining companies can 
adopt the Thrive at Work approach and leverage current organisational procedures and practices to support and champion 
workplace wellbeing. 

As a part of the requirement for taking part in this program, we will ask the participants to complete pre/post-series surveys 
(approx. 15-mins per survey) and interviews (two one-hour interviews per company), and present at the Capstone session 
on their organisational action plan to implement the Thrive at Work Framework (approximately 10-mins per company).  
Additionally, at a minimum the program requires one representative per company attending per masterclass session. The 
surveys and interviews are designed to inform contextualisation and customisation of series content as well as providing 
participants with a high level snap shot of current practices within the cohort of participating companies.  

In order to set up companies for success in their Thrive at Work journeys, securing support of senior leadership is key to 
implementing any initiative at a company level. We request companies to make a pledge to prioritise mental health at work 
and signal your company's intentions to continue to mature practices against the Thrive at Work Framework as part of its 
participation in this program.

• Taking stock of current activities that contribute to 
employee wellbeing through the Thrive at Work audit 
and toolkit.

• Evaluating current activities and identifying strengths 
and areas of opportunity in practices to support 
employee mental health and wellbeing. 

• Developing an integrated mental health and 
wellbeing strategy and action plan that identifies 
key steps to becoming a thriving company.

Participants will at the completion of the Masterclass series be able to lead their respective companies toward:

For participating companies, this program presents a unique opportunity to activate, evaluate or further mature its workplace 
mental health and wellbeing activities.



Content and discussions not 
to be disclosed outside of 
session

No personal or identifying 
information will be shared

Only FOWI staff can access 
transcript and survey data 

Findings presented at 
aggregate level only 

All responses will be 
de-identified 

Masterclass 
series journey 

Confidentiality

Participant recruitment 
and attendance 

confirmation

Sept/Oct 2022

1

Masterclass session 2

31 Jan 2023

4

Participant complete post-
series interviews/survey

May/June 2023

7

Participant complete 
pre-series interviews/

survey

Oct/Nov 2022

2

Masterclass session 1

7 Dec 2022

3

Capstone presentation 
day and toolkit launch 

event

July 2023

8

Masterclass session 3

Feb 2023

5

Masterclass session 4

March 2023

6

Exact timings to be confirmed



Thrive at Work founders

Global leader in health and 
safety research and Fellow of 
the US Society for Industrial/ 
Organizational Psychology. In 
2019 received the Society's 
Presidential recognition as a 
leading scientist-practitioner 
in the field. Has developed 
assessment tools used across 
Australia, Europe, UK, US, 
and Asia and is an expert 
in modelling multilevel and 
longitudinal data.

Professor Mark Griffin

The inaugural Professor of 
Practice at Curtin University, 
highly experienced in 
bringing together cross-
discipline academic thinking 
and industry stakeholders 
to translate research into 
actionable practices. Has 
successfully led more than 
100 multidisciplinary projects 
with high profile clients in the 
public and private sectors.

Associate Professor 
Karina Jorritsma

World leader in Work Design 
research, ARC Laureate Fellow 
and recipient of the ARC’s 
Kathleen Fitzpatrick Award. 
80 publications, 5 books, 50 
book chapters and over $40 
million in research funding. 
Past editor for internationally 
leading academic journals in 
her field. Named one of the 
2019 Highly Cited Researchers 
in the world.

Professor Sharon Parker

Registration and enquiries

thriveatwork@curtin.edu.au

If you are interested in taking 
part in the Thrive at Work in 
Mining Masterclass series, 
please contact us to register 
your interest.

(08) 9266 3725

78 Murray Street, Perth WA

Contact us


